Debaters Set to Host Tourney

The Kenyon debate team participated in three different debate tournaments this past weekend, turning in successful performances.

This coming weekend Kenyon will host its third annual open tournament here on campus. Competing will be some 24 teams from across the country.

At the Niagra University tournament, Richard Rosse captured the trophy for third place speaker and, as a result of the debate activities, defeated such schools as the University of Michigan, Cornell, Colby, St. Lawrence, Middlebury, Colgate, and Wooster. At the same tournament the affirmative team of Rosemary Fetherolf and Thomas McElrath defeated West Point, Iliana, and Washington and Jefferson.

Also this past weekend the team of Jeff Butz and Alan Rapport debated in both sides of the issue at the Manchester College (Ohio) tournament. Both the Hiram College on the negative and Illinois State University on the affirmative side of the issue were defeated. A freshman team of Karl Kiehser, Jim Klein, Ed Johnson, and Tom Fancher accumulated a 6-1-1 final-round loss against the Ohio State State, finishing in a tie for third place.

Representing Kenyon in various divisions of this weekend's tournaments will be Jeff Butz, Richard Rosse, Alan Rapport, and Ken Klein, and in novice division Kenyon will be represented by Bruce Cummings, Pete Norton, Alan Rapport, and Jim Klein.

The debate topics under discussion this weekend will be "The treatment of drug addicts in our penal system," "The deregulating of the college unions," and "The educational affirmative action plan for American colleges for minority group students=

Forty Fathers to Be Feted This Weekend

The organizational meeting of the Kenyon Parents' Association will meet this Saturday to discuss its aims, choose its leaders, and be briefed on the state of the college by key administrators. The meeting will be a luncheon discussion with President Czap in the drama scene.

Early forays of Kenyon students were asked recently by President Czap to serve on the Executive Council of the P.A. There are eight fathers per class, and eight at-large members for a total of 16 members. Rosse Hall will serve as tournament headquarters and each member will receive a copy of the specific debate topics to be claimed there.

Summary of Recent Events

Campus Security has been placed on a 24-hour watch, with specific instructions to apprehend drug-users.

More than 20 Kenyon students have been warned to stay away from the campus, was arrested, prosecuted, and convicted of trespassing on the campus.

Dean Edwards told the Interfraternity Council Oct. 21 that the possibility of the fraternity will be held responsible if any fraternity member acts as a defense body if the fraternity does not take action to clear a situation that might exist in its division. If fraternity officers take no action against the offenders, actions will be taken against the fraternity as a corporate body.

Humphrey Captures Student Balloting

by Iras Derfman

The ticket of Hubert Humphrey and Edmund Muskie was the majority choice of the Kenyon students polled in the Colleague survey conducted Oct. 25. The Humphrey-Muskie slate was chosen by 256 of 412 ballots cast for 54%, while the ticket of Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew ran second with 133 or 32.5% of the vote. The third party plank of George Wallace and Curtis LeMay tallied only 20 votes for 4.9%.

John Gilligan, perhaps boosted by his recent appearance on the Kenyon campus, received the vast majority of the votes cast for 112, or 26.5% of the vote. The third party plank of George Wallace and Curtis LeMay tallied only 20 votes for 4.9%.

Of the 20 who had no preference, 12 votes for Gilligan and the remaining eight for the ballot entirely empty. Of the 16 presidential

Fresh Probes Charge Dance Problems

Freshman Council considered the specific problems facing freshmen over Fall Dance Weekend and the possibility of a freshman mixer with Chatham College, especially before Fall Dance in its meeting Thursday, October 24. Dean Edwards attended later in the meeting.

Bob Schime, chairman of Freshman Council, reported that he had met with the Dean to discuss the problems of Fall Dance, a mixer with Chatham College, and freshman class cuts.

Council members then discussed increasing women's hours in the freshman dorms during Fall Dance, explaining that they knew that many of the girl's' colleges would allow them to stay in their dorms during Fall Dance.

Perry Thompson suggested that the administration should guarantee that patients would not have to provide protection of valuables in the rooms of Norton Hall, the dorm occupied by girls during Fall Dance. He noted that the dorms were not insured against such breaches.

Gilligan Workers

Gamber Citizens for John Gilligan for Senate will be canvassing the campus for the candidate in Mount Vernon this weekend. The workers will canvass the third Ward of the "All-American City" and Gamber campaign captain William Heith notes the closeness of the race between Gilligan and Saxbe and remarks that they'll "need to keep busy." He is encouraging students to join.

Those interested should gather in front of Peirce Hall at 1 p.m. Saturday for transportation.
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Letters to the Collegian

Splendid Food Served in 1923

Ed. Note: One would think that it is part of the Kenyon way of life to criticize the food. There are many more people so bad, however, as to condemn an article from the June 1923 Collegian.

COMMONS IS GREAT
SUCCESS UNDER MISS CARROLL'S MANAGEMENT

In view of the fact that every student in college genuinely appreciates the significance of the college commons it is proper to make some comment on its management. Miss Carroll has been in charge of this important department for three years past and to her be credited with the raising of barriers. It should not be necessary to have a crisis to initiate reasoned community discussion.

Monday's meeting was particularly useful in light of the cancellation of the Dean's assembly scheduled for last month. But the questions for that assembly were designed to be unanswerable. Various aspects of the coordinate college and fraternities were posed to the trustees perhaps too unclear because there has been a lack of communication. Alternate housing plans are one unclear example.

We support the Student Council's action to abolish required assembly attendance. We feel that reason is more likely to prevail if those assembled come willingly to discuss. In this regard we urge Council to continue meetings similar to the open assembly Monday evening. College-wide assemblies called by the Council president or smaller meetings designed to meet a particular problem should be held on a regular basis.

Such meetings could replace and improve upon the infrequent and often listless Dean's assemblies. They would provide perhaps the best means of effective communication and lead to a greater understanding and a much more realistic community of trust.

Security Confusion

It is highly regrettable that the MDA scare has led to a wave of reaction by the campus security force.

The question of what role up to date the newly-commissioned 24-hour patrol, security officers have been reported listening at keyholes, making early morning raids on rooms, searching to contain or silence sleeping students, and harassing students who burn incense.

In a similar vein, the Dean found it necessary to enforce his policy against the wearing of caps from the campus. It is disturbing that the College finds it necessary to restrict visitors to the campus to protect its students. We hope this is the last incident of its kind.

We applaud the security force learning on the job and will find other work than incense-burning in the future.

Revelle '68 Yearbook Innovation Praised

by Pat Scarlett

So we do have a book for the Reveille 68 instead of a yearbook; the merits of experimentation and innovation, in a hope outweigh the impracticalities of an unabashed booklet. The difficulty likely lies in the fundamental conception of a yearbook at a college of Kenyon's character. Clearly a Kenyon yearbook should not be similar in style to a big state university edition. If the yearbook is to be merely a documentation of the school year then a collection of professionally illustrated happenings, however, I think that a yearbook should be an interpretation by this very crucial student, and instructor experience during that year. It is an artistic and literary expression, not solely a chronicle or compendium of information. On the basis of this consideration Greg Spaul has created an admirable yearbook which the year quite adequately. Though he

would have liked to extend his concept further, we were restrained by the need to satisfy fraternities, seniors, juniors, and finally the rest. He contemplated circular pages, more graphics, and a photograph of the yearbook in a smaller format.

It is important for the sake of historical reference to include photographs of teams, fractions, etc. The editor of Reveille 68 realized this. On the other hand it is foolish to give Kenyon students the license (except for basketball) more much emphasis. They are just the same old faces. The great news is that Kenyon will be as a whole.

What I find exciting about this yearbook is that the editor to the reader with a combination of good graphics, innovation, and humor. Willows the foldout of "The Administration," the old glass-plate photographs, and various frenzied pictures as examples of amusement. Though the photograpy in general is not overwhelmingly great, it does have much within the context of a new graphical language which catches an interesting and provocative presentation. The interleaved pages- concentrating on Gamble's, Hayes', The Lab, Rural Ohio (possibly too many blue vests. Women and girls are stimulating in that they appeal to the senses rather than to the mind. Years later than this, they will bring back the memories of many more than just group and action photos. This is another "Magic Mountain" they go beyond the normal yearbook structure. The poems by Dan Epstein were quite neat, in that they were appropriate for the reader. However, their purpose within the box is not entirely clear; they appear to be a bit out of place in spots. At any rate these unusual approaches make the book more than worthwhile. It is further enhanced by little graphic touches such as the black superimposed on concentric circles and the advertising section. It is an informal "fun book tastefully done. We should not take our yearbooks too seriously.

The editor has tended to underemphasize the student's ordinary things to some extent and overemphasize innovation. Just a subtle, suggestive dishomization. This could be the goal for a well-rounded edited editor.

Despite the impractical aspects of handling individual sheets, it still has its advantages. One can feel through the pages, hang out them, bang them on the wall. Reading the book is a real experience; one cannot just leaf through pages. So it takes on a dimension an experiment. They will not be all yearbooks. We should appreciate the literary and academic freedoms that is necessary to accomplish a student-produced yearbook at the expense of the press is not abused. Kenton should not be over-critical.

R. C. B.
Wooster Downs Lords, 28-16
by Jim Coca

The Kenyon Lords had their two game winning streak stopped by Wooster last Saturday at McBrade Field 28-16. Wooster's powerful running game proved to be too much for the Lords to overcome. The Scots won last year's game 52-28.

Kenyon built up the first real threat of the afternoon with the ball deep in Wooster territory. Quarterback Bill Christen hit his favorite receiver, Chris Myers, with a 15 yard pass down to the 40 of Wooster. Christen then came back with another pass to Myers which carried to the 21. Failing back to pass again, Christen was jarred by an ornithine lineman last the ball, and Wooster recovered at end Kenyon's threat.

Wooster initiated a drive of its own shortly thereafter, when a bad hike on a Kenyon punt attempt gave the Scots the ball on Kenyon's 22 yard line. Wooster moved the ball to the 7 when Gary Eagle recovered a Scot fumble to stop their drive.

Wooster held Kenyon on the next series of downs and drove for a score on the Lords' 36 yard line. John Beck Ed Thompson and Wooster two yard line. Here Wooster held the ball, and Scott Huston came in to boot a 15 yard field goal to make the score 2-0.

The fourth quarter saw both teams score a touchdown. Kenyon's came on a 49 yard pass play from Christen to Myers. Time ran out on the Lords, however, and Wooster emerged with a 28-16 victory.

It was obvious that one of Kenyon's main weaknesses rested in its running attack. The Lords gained only 131 total yards rushing to 241 for Wooster. The Lords also lacked the ball control they exhibited in their previous outings. Kenyon picked up only 18 first downs while Wooster totaled 25.

Nevertheless, Kenyon's passing attack continued to show brilliance. Quarterback Christen threw 17 times for 206 yards. The Lords travel to Oberlin Saturday as they try to pick up their fourth victory of the season.

Soccer Dominates in Win over Wittenberg
by Flipp Segur

Kenyon's just the luck of the draw as the bond of Chris from Wittenberg last Saturday as the Kenyon Cross of Football is no wonder. The whole season of the Lords 2-1.

The first half and frequent passing characterized the first period. Not sooner did Kenyon kick off than Wittenberg grabbed the ball and knocked it from their territory. But any indication of an even match was slapped by Doug Fleming's near-score with a curving left corner kick and Steve Bralone's point at 5-20 with the help of Ted Beamer, who trapped a handball kick and passed to him. After a short time in the Tomato's possession, the ball was once more barely missed their net.

That the enemy was confused was exemplified by their passes to everyone but their teammates and their "big feet" legs merely in the direction of the punch goal. If the Lords manage to initiate this chaos in the future, they will have no problem overwhelming Cedarville and Mt. Union.

At half Andy Berin and Dick Backer held a strong line of defense and Dan Swarte block-hustled through numerous men, Kenyon fiercely attacked. Shots by Chip Lowery, Keith Tarka, Smyth and Fleming flew everywhere except past the Wittenberg goalie. The Lords had nine near misses.

As in past games, the second period featured slightly rougher performance, back-and-forth movement, and more speed. The Tigers instituted a trick play at the offset, but Pete Berin strolled the ball and hooked to Smyth whose knock went over the goal. Following Fleming's and Smyth's near-goals, a volley of five consecutive shots (one each by Fleming, P. Berin, and Lowery and two by A. Berin) temporarily ended the seesaw action.

Wittenberg made of something of a comeback, nevertheless, and smashed a few shots, all of which made Ed Pope effectively caught in mid-air. Although Fleming and Smyth continued crossing and firing, both teams passed similarly into masses of their opponents that formed on either side of the field, instead of flanking to the wings; this posed a crisis and the play became awkward and "easy."

Half-time talks by coaches restored order and organization in the teams, but the Lords again gained control of the situation by spreading out, dribbling with more cool, and passing all the time. However, Wittenberg was desperate for a point. At 4:29, the second time during the half that the sphere was on purple ground, the red center forward made this a reality, despite Pope's great save attempt.

This was the spur Kenyon needed. Increasing speed and joint effort, the group now refused to either yield the ball or stop shooting. After Andy Berin scored, the same three men, Wit- tengberg's goalie was kept continually busy by Smyth, Fleming, Bob Leighton, Randy St. John, and Baker, who manipulated behind, worked hard, and mid-air smash. With Kenyon so much the master, the Tigers could do little right.

This situation carried over into the last quarter. Seizing the ball, Smyth booted one inches to the left of the net. After a short midfield dispute, Steve Bralone chucked a point at 4:44 with a hard hit high into the goal. Steve Becker's almost score then preceded Smyth's corner, which, though knocked from the goalkeeper's hands, failed to go in. A more equal battle ensued, and the game ended with the leather safely in Pope's hands.
Cotton String Dazzles the Forth

JUDITH GOODHAN. Dan Epstein, and Margaret Cleor are featured in A Stand in the Mountains.

Premiere Performance

Taylor Drama to Open

A Stand in the Mountains, a new American play by Peter Taylor, premieres tonight at 8:30 in the Hill Theater. It will run through Sunday.

The play, which has been term-
ed by director Jim Michael "a serious comedy," concerns the members of the Weaver family and their life at their summer retreat on Owl Mountain, in Ten-
nessee.

Peter Taylor, who graduated 
evade from Kenyon in 1940, is a well known short story write-
er and frequent contributor to The New Yorker magazine. This
will be the second play of his to
premiere at Kenyon. The first,
Tennessee Day in St. Louis, 
was produced in 1957. Mr. Taylor will attend tonight's perfor-
ming. Also in attendance will be
Harry Hughes, noted drama critic of the Saturday Review. He
is scheduled to deliver a Kenyon 
Review sponsored lecture on Am-
nerican theater criticism, tuss-
row at 4:00 p.m. in the Hill The-
er.

Muriel Kahl puts the social-
ism to a son, Zack and Harry, Gerald 
and Harriet, is the Valentine Will, 
an elled, novelist; Harry's wife, 
Lucy, is played by Margaret 
Cleor, and Télama, her mother, by 
Lillian Chard. Judith Goodban 
does the role of a young de-
tacte cousin and Carris Villas the 
role of an ex-debutante cousin.

James Price and Robert Gillet 
give the character of the doctor and con-
visiting as a doctor.

This will be the first offering of the Kenyon Drama Clubs' 120th season. Later in the season The Club will present both parts of the play and several other plays, including a figure-
posed of admission tickets are 
free. All general admission tickets are $1.50.

Frosh to Matriculate

Tomorrow is Founder's Day, 
Kenyon's special day of celebrat-
ing All Saints' Day. The tradi-
tion-seeped program, which dates 
from 1843, will be held at 11 a.m. 
in the field. Let it be known.

The chaplain will read "The 
Memorial," written by Bishop G. 
T. Redell in 1880 and read every 
year since then. President Caplin 
will speak and will lead the 
fraternity in the matriculation 
ath, which makes them alumni 
of the College.

Announcement will be made of 
the Frosh who have been 
Phi Beta Kappa.

Vote

Continued from Page 1

A meeting to explain the op-
potentialities for foreign study 
available to Kenyon students 
will be held Monday Night, 
Nov. 4 at 7:00 p.m. in Philo 
Hall. Participating in the meet-
g will be on hand. Sum-
maries of programs were 
summarized by representatives 
and preferences as to which 
program they would choose 
will be on the table. 120th 
year degree program) will be 
nailed.

Sales & Service

DUSTY RHODES CHEVROLET

W. Vine St., Mount Vernon

Village Inn

8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Under New Management

Funds Drive Pace
Now Picking Up

$1,047,96 of the 3 million dol-
arging funds for Kenyon's ed-
er has been acquired. This figure from the development office represents to 
tal pledges and gifts to date.

William H. Thomas, Jr., vice-
resident for development, stated that he was not entirely please- 
ed by the programs thus far in the 
capital funds drive. He indicated possible disappointment for the 
ected influx of funds.

Thomas explained that the ap-
propriations logain in the sum-
cted student and threatened 
 Kenyon's expansion of federal 
ancial. Thus, poten- 
tial funds were needed to in-
vest in a program which might
conceivably collapse due to lack of government monies.

Another detracting factor has 
been the recent re-channeling of 
funds from education to urban re-
valorization. Several foundations, 
corporations, and individuals who 
normally might be depended upon 
of the Kenyon College develop-
gants have intensified their fi-
ancial patronage in urban areas.

Thomas sees the diminution of 
at least one of the major im-
portant federal funds that have 
been granted Kenyon for Phase I of the Campus Development 
Program. During the next two months, especially December, should bring about a 
substantial increase in the pulse of 
the program. Mr. Thomas in-
structed donors will be consid-
ing their gifts immediately 
early-January in order to af-
fect their 1965 tax returns.

Mr. Thomas stressed the unpre-
dictability of fund raising. "You 
just can't tell when you might get 
a call or a letter donating money.

Perhaps you'll get five in one 
morning," said Mr. Thomas, "so we 
just have to wait and see."

The Lake Erie College Choir 
will join the Kenyon Singers 
Saturday night for a combined 
concert in Dempsey Hall.

Chapel Services

Holy Communion 
Sunday, 8 a.m.

Morning Prayer 
10:30 a.m.

Chapel Will Speak. 
With Luke Erie Choir

Thursday, 9 p.m. 
Friends Meeting 
Miller Residence

Public Square

County-Wide Banking 
* Mount Vernon 
* New Philadelphia 
* Canton 
* Fredericktown
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